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Motivation

� Why self-powered (i.e., renewable energy powered) BSs are
attractive?

� Base stations (BSs) account for more than 50% of the energy
consumption in wireless cellular networks1.

� HetNets (heterogeneous network): deployment of BSs of different
transmit powers, e.g., 50W, 2W and 0.2W for macro, pico and femto
BSs in LTE.

� Regulatory pressure for greener techniques in developing countries and
lack of dependable electrical grid in developing countries is driving the
push towards self-powered BSs.

1
T. Han and N. Ansari, “Powering mobile networks with green energy,” IEEE Wireless Commun. Mag., vol. 21,

no. 1, pp. 90–96, Feb. 2014.
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Motivation
� Huawei reports more than 20,000 hybrid wind/solar-powered BSs

in current operation around the world.
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Literature Survey

� Research on self-powered BSs:

� Feasibility studies of powering macro BSs in LTE.

� Design of cellular systems with BSs powered by both on-grid and
renewable energy.

� Modelling of the uncertainty in the availability of BSs in a K -tier
HetNet2.

2
H. S. Dhillon, Y. Li, P. Nuggehalli, Z. Pi, and J. G. Andrews,“Fundamentals of heterogeneous cellular networks

with energy harvesting,” IEEE Trans. Wireless Commun., vol. 13, no. 5, pp. 2782–2797, May 2014.
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Research Challenge

� When BSs are solely powered by renewable energy:

� Energy harvesting is a random process. Hence, BSs may need to
be intermittently turned OFF to recharge.

� Users being served by a BS which turns OFF need to be offloaded to
nearby BSs.

�= macro BSs •= users
N= small cell BSs (ON)
N= small cell BSs (OFF)

� How does hand-off impact the call performance from a users point
of view?
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Network Model

� K = 2-tier HetNet downlink (tier 1=macrocells and tier 2=microcells);

� Location of macro BSs, micro BSs and users are modelled by an
independent Poisson Point Process (PPP) with constant densities λ1,
λ2 and λu, respectively;

�= macrocell BSs •= users
N= microcell BSs

7 of 25



Network Model (contd.)

� BSs in each tier are allocated the same constant transmit power P1 and
P2, respectively;

� Channel model: path loss plus Rayleigh fading channel model;

� Cell association policy: each user is associated with the BS in the
k-tier that provides the highest long term received power.

�= macrocell BSs •= users
N= microcell BSs

8 of 25



BS Energy Harvesting Model

� Each BS has its own energy harvesting module and an energy storage
device of finite capacity Nk .

� The energy arrival process at each tier BS is modelled as a Poisson
process with mean energy harvesting rate µk

3.

3
H. S. Dhillon, Y. Li, P. Nuggehalli, Z. Pi, and J. G. Andrews,“Fundamentals of heterogeneous cellular networks

with energy harvesting,” IEEE Trans. Wireless Commun., vol. 13, no. 5, pp. 2782-2797, May 2014.
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BS Energy Utilization Model

� Energy utilisation is composed of two parts4:

� static energy utilization related to energy utilization without any
traffic load Sk ;

� dynamic energy utilization related to the traffic load (i.e., the
number of users served by a BS) vk ;

� BS energy utilization rate at kth tier BS

γk = Sk + vk = Sk + DkAkλu, (1)

where Dk is the dynamic energy utilization rate per user, Ak is the kth
tier BS’s average service area and λu is the user density.

4
C. Han, et. al., Green radio: radio techniques to enable energy efficient wireless networks, IEEE Commun. Mag.,

vol. 49, no. 6, pp. 46-54, Jun. 2011. (cited by 342)
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BS Operational Model

� Each BS transmits to its users in each resource block over a short time
scale, while each BS harvests energy over a long time scale;

� The BS energy state, Jk , can be modelled as a continuous-time
Markov chain, with birth rate µk (i.e., mean energy harvesting rate) and
death rate vk (i.e., mean dynamic energy utilization rate);

� Two operational modes for each BS: ON and OFF

ON OFF

harvest energy µk

& serve users vk

harvest energy µk

vk ≈ 0

where Nc
k (< Nk) is the minimum energy level at which BS switches back

ON.
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BS Availability Analysis

� Lemma 1: The mean time a kth tier BS spends in the ON state is given
by the solution of the following equation

E[JON
k ] =

(
µk

vk

)Nk

−
(

µk

vk

)Nk−Nc
k +SkE[JON

k ]

(vk − µk)2µ−1
k

− Nc
k − SkE[JON

k ]

µk − vk
, (2)

where µk is the mean energy harvesting rate, vk is the mean dynamic
energy utilization rate, Nk is the battery capacity, Nc

k is the minimum
energy level at which BS switches back ON and Sk is the static energy
utilization rate.

� Lemma 2: The mean time a kth tier BS spends in the OFF state is

E[JOFF
k ] =

Nc
k

µk
. (3)
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Call Completion Probability

� For a traditional cellular network, corresponding to K = 1-tier, the call
completion probability is the probability that5:

� a call is successfully connected to the network in an arbitrary cell,
� it experiences successful handoffs,
� it survives bank-link periods, i.e., no link breakage,
� it ends at an arbitrary cell when it is terminated by the user.

� The call holding time Tc is a random variable. The cell-dwell time Ti is
defined as the time duration that a user resides in the i the cell
(independent and identically distributed T );

5
S. Pattaramalai, V. A. Aalo, and G. P. Efthymoglou, “Evaluation of call performance in cellular networks with

generalized cell dwell time and call-holding time distributions in the presence of channel fading,” IEEE Trans. Veh.
Technol., vol. 58, no. 6, pp. 3002-3013, Jul. 2009.
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Call Completion Performance Analysis

For a traditional cellular network, corresponding to K = 1-tier, the call completion
probability can be expressed as6

Pc = (1− ρ0)P

(
Tc <

(
R +

N∑
i=2

Ti

)
,Tc <

M∑
i=1

Vi

)
(4)

where ρ0: the probability that a new call is blocked;
Tc: the call holding time of a user;
N: the index of the last cell where the user ends the call;
Ti : the ith cell dwell time (independent and identically distributed T );
R: the residual life of the call in the first cell;
Vi : the ith good link period;
M: the index of the last good link where the user ends the call.

6
S. Pattaramalai, V. A. Aalo, and G. P. Efthymoglou, “Evaluation of call performance in cellular networks with

generalized cell dwell time and call-holding time distributions in the presence of channel fading,” IEEE Trans. Veh.
Technol., vol. 58, no. 6, pp. 3002-3013, Jul. 2009.
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Call Completion Performance Analysis (contd.)

Pc = (1− ρ0)MTc
(−(a + b)), (5)

a =
ρf

ρf E[R] + (1− ρf )E[T ]
,

b =
ρlink
E[V ]

,

where
MTc

(·): MGF of the random variable Tc ;
ρf : the probability of handoff failure;
ρlink: the probability of a link breakage;
E[R]: the mean residual life of the call in the first cell which depends on the
distribution of T ;
E[V ]: the expected time of a good link period;
E[T ]: the mean cell dwell time.

15 of 25



Call Completion Performance Analysis
Assumptions:

� User mobility does not trigger a hand-off and only BSs turning ON and
OFF causes the hand-off;

� Inside the two-tier HetNet, cross tier hand-offs can occur. The mean
cell dwell time E[T ] in term a is

E[T ] = Ps
1E[JON

1 ] + Ps
2E[JON

2 ].

� In general, E[R] = E[T 2]/2E[T ]. The distribution of T is hard to derive
in this case. However, from its definition, since R is bounded as
0 ≤ R < T , E[R] is bounded by 0 and E[T ];

� Assume an exponential distribution for the call holding time Tc ,
which is a commonly used model in the literature;

� Assume that a call initiated by the user is never blocked by the
network, i.e., ρ0 = 0.
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Call Completion Performance Analysis

� Lemma 3: For a K = 2-tier HetNet with energy harvesting BSs,
assuming the call initiated by the user is never blocked by the network,
the call holding time follows an exponential distribution and hand-off is
only caused by BSs turning ON and OFF, the overall call completion
probability is bounded by

1

MTc(a1 + b) + 1
≤ Pc ≤ 1

MTc(a2 + b) + 1
, (6)

where MTc
is the average call holding time,

a1 = ρf

(1−ρf )(Ps
1E[JON

1 ]+Ps
2E[JON

2 ])
, a2 = ρf

Ps
1E[JON

1 ]+Ps
2E[JON

2 ]
, b = ρlink

E[V ] , E[JON
k ]

is the mean kth tier BS ON time and Ps
k is the kth tier association

probability.

17 of 25



Call Completion Performance Analysis

� The average service area of a kth tier BS is

Ak =
P

2
α

k∑2
j=1 λjPa

j P
2
α

j

. (7)

where the availability of kth tier BS is

Pa
k =

E[JON
k ]

E[JON
k ] + E[JOFF

k ]
, (8)

where E[JON
k ] and E[JOFF

k ] represent the mean kth tier BS ON and OFF
times and E[·] denotes expectation.

� The probability that a typical user is associated with the kth tier BS is

Ps
k = λkPa

kAk . (9)
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Results and Discussions
The overall energy utilization of a macro BS only varies about 3% for
a 3G BS and 2% for a 2G BS over a period of several days, while its
traffic load varies from no load to peak load7. Thus, we ignore the
dynamic energy utilization of a macro BS and set D1 = 0. we then have

γ1 = S1,

γ2 = S2 + v2.

For the macro BS, the expected ON time can be solved as

E[JON
1 ] =

Nc
1

S1 − µ1
, (10)

and the macro BS availability is

Pa
1 =

µ1

S1
. (11)

7
O. Arnold, F. Richter, G. Fettweis, and O. Blume, “Power consumption modeling of different base station types in

heterogeneous cellular networks,” in Future Network and Mobile Summit, Jun. 2010. (Cited by 367)
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System Parameters

Parameters Notation Value

Path loss exponent α 4
Ratio of transmit power P1/P2 10

Macro BS density (per km2) λ1 1.4

Micro BS density (per km2) λ2 3.7

User density (per km2) λu 18
Static energy utilization rate of micro BSs (kJ/s) S2 0.025
Dynamic energy utilization rate of micro BSs (kJ/s) D2 0.007
Static energy utilization rate of macro BSs (kJ/s) S1 1.43
Dynamic energy utilization rate of macro BSs (kJ/s) D1 0
Average call duration (s) Mc 180
Handoff failure probability ρf 0.01
Link breakage probability ρlink 0.01
Expected good link period (s) E[V ] 60
Energy harvest rate of macro BSs (kJ/s) µ1 1.3
Energy harvest rate of micro BSs (kJ/s) µ2 0.2
Battery capacity of macro BSs (kJ) N1 20
Battery capacity of micro BSs (kJ) N2 2
Ratio of switching state and battery capacity Nc

k /Nk 0.5
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Results and Discussions

� Effect of Battery Capacity
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(a) Effect of battery capacity for macro BSs.
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(b) Effect of battery capacity for micro BSs.

Fig.1 Call completion probability versus the battery capacity for macro BS and micro BS, respectively, with different
ratio of the minimum energy level at which BS switches back ON and battery capacity (i.e., Nc

k /Nk = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9) for
k = 1, 2.
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Results and Discussions

� Effect of the Minimum Energy Level at which BS switches back
ON
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(b) Effect of the minimum energy level at which micro
BS switches back ON.

Fig.2 Call completion probability versus the minimum energy level at which BS switches back ON, for macro BS and
micro BS respectively, with different energy harvesting rate.
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Results and Discussions

� Effect of the Minimum Energy Level at which BS switches back
ON
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Fig.3 Call completion probability versus the energy harvesting rate for macro BS and micro BS, respectively, with
different battery capacity.
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Conclusions

� We derived tight upper and lower bounds on the call completion
probability of a two-tier heterogeneous network with energy harvesting
BSs, using a realistic BS energy consumption model, where the hand-off
of a call is governed by BSs switching the ON and OFF;

� We examined the impact of the system parameters (i.e., battery capacity,
the minimum energy level at which BS switches back ON and energy
harvesting rate) on the call completion probability.

� Results showed that the macro BS energy harvesting parameters have the
dominant impact on the call completion probability.
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Thank you for your attention!
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